We propose and validate a method of anti-neutrino energy reconstruction for charged-current mesonless interactions on composite fully active targets containing hydrogen (such as hydrocarbon scintillator), which is largely free of the poorly understood nuclear effects that usually distort and bias attempts to measure neutrino energy. The method is based on the precise event-by-event measurement of the outgoing neutron kinetic energy and the subsequent assessment of the momentum imbalance on the plane transverse to the incoming anti-neutrino direction. For an anti-neutrino flux peaked at around 600 MeV measured using a finely grained 2 × 2 × 2 m 3 3D scintillator tracker the neutrino energy resolution is expected to be around 7%, compared to the 15% expected using traditional neutrino energy reconstruction techniques. Analogous results can be obtained for other detectors with similar characteristics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Current and future long baseline neutrino oscillation experiments [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] use GeV-scale (anti)neutrino beams to study neutrino oscillations by analysing how the beam's oscillated flavour content changes as a function of neutrino energy at a detector placed at some distance from the neutrino beam production point. In order to extract the oscillation parameters, the experiments measure the neutrino-nucleus interaction rate of a particular neutrino flavour as a function of some observable(s) which can be related to the true incoming neutrino energy. A particular difficulty for neutrino oscillation experiments is the accurate inference of the true neutrino energy from what is measured at the detectors [7, 8] . This is especially important for future experiments, where the evaluation of the CP-violating phase (δ CP ) will require a precision measurement of the shape of the neutrino energy spectrum.
The T2K [1] and Hyper-K [6] experiments reconstruct the neutrino energy from the measured lepton kinematics following a meson-less neutrino interaction, assuming the interactions are charged-current quasi-elastic (CCQE) scatters off a single stationary nucleon with some fixed binding energy to its parent nucleus (kinematic energy reconstruction) [9] . Experiments with far-detectors capable of calorimetry, such as at NOvA [10] and DUNE [5] reconstruct the neutrino energy by summing all energy * Contact e-mail: Stephen.Joseph.Dolan@cern.ch † Contact e-mail: Davide.Sgalaberna@cern.ch deposited within the detector (calorimetric energy reconstructions) whilst also measuring the momentum of the tracked particles by the distance they travel. Both of these methods are subject to significant potential biases. The kinematic energy reconstruction does not account for the possibility of having observed a mesonless inelastic interactions such as those in which a neutrino scatters off a bound state of two nucleons (2p2h interactions) or those that produce a pion which is either not reconstructed or absorbed through hadronic re-scattering inside the nuclear medium (known as final state interactions, FSI). Similarly the calorimetric method does not account for the energy carried away by neutrons which are not detected. Moreover, both methods must contend with the smearing of neutrino energy reconstruction coming from the non zero initial state target nucleon's momentum (Fermi motion) and binding energy. These nuclear effects are poorly understood and models of them can vary dramatically in their predictions [7, 8] . This leads to an unknown bias in neutrino energy reconstruction and therefore also in the extracted neutrino oscillation parameters. Furthermore, the extrapolation of constraints from a near detector to a far detector in neutrino oscillation experiments is also strongly dependent on these nuclear effects, even if they have identical target nuclei and acceptances. Due to oscillations, the energy spectrum is different in the near and far sites and so near-detector constraints on the unoscillated flux and neutrino interactions cannot be applied without using a neutrino interaction model. The relation between the reconstructed and true neutrino energy is therefore different at the near and far detectors.
If a sample of neutrino interactions weakly affected by nuclear effects could be identified, then the reconstructed neutrino energy maps more accurately to the true neutrino energy and the mapping becomes more similar at the near and far detectors. Such a sample of events could also be used to infer the neutrino flux at the near detector, in a way that has little dependence on the details of the neutrino interaction model. It has been shown that this can partially be achieved by analysing the momentum imbalance between the hadronic and leptonic parts of the neutrino interaction [11] [12] [13] . These methods typically rely on identifying neutrino interactions with hydrogen, which are not subject to nuclear effects at all (if the neutrino energy was to be inferred from interactions off a hydrogen target the energy reconstruction would be perfect before considering the detector resolution). Moreover, if neutrino cross sections could be measured on both hydrogen and a heavier target, the difference would offer a direct probe of nuclear effects. However, the proposed methods largely rely on either having a hydrogen target detector or on subtracting a poorly understood nuclear background from a composite target which would be difficult to achieve. In this manuscript we demonstrate a method of identifying a sample of anti-neutrino interactions which are almost free of nuclear effects and that can be applied to fully-active plastic scintillator detectors which are currently in development [14] . Although a perfect detector could extract a pure hydrogen sample, any realistic application of this technique will also contain interactions on a nuclear target but importantly these interactions will be those which are themselves minimally impacted by nuclear effects. Similarly to other methods, this is achieved by measuring the imbalance between the final-state lepton and neutron on the plane transverse to the incoming neutrino. We begin by explaining our method of neutrino energy reconstruction and how we simulate its application to neutrino interactions which are subject to realistic detector smearing and acceptances. We then explore how this method could be used to improve neutrino energy reconstruction and lower key systematics in future neutrino oscillation analyses.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. Transverse momentum imbalance
Nuclear effects have previously been studied by analysing the kinematic imbalance of outgoing particles in the plane transverse to the incoming neutrino direction [11, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . In past analyses this has only been measured using a neutrino beam, as the final state protons are relatively easy to measure. Here, we consider the case of the CCQE anti-neutrino interaction:νp → µ + n with a neutron in the final state. In these interactions the momentum imbalance can be simply defined as:
where p n and p l are the outgoing neutron and lepton momenta, and the T index is the projection of the vector on the plane transverse to the incoming neutrino direction. For such interactions on a free nucleon (a hydrogen target) the transverse momentum of the final state is balanced and so δp T vanishes. On the other hand, interactions on nuclear targets are subject to Fermi motion, binding energy and FSI and thus δp T becomes non-zero. Furthermore, even with a perfect detector such CCQE interactions on a nuclear target are not experimentally accessible as additional particles in the final state can be absorbed inside the nuclear medium by FSI processes. The closest experimentally accessible topology are interactions in which there are no observed pions (or heavier mesons) in the final state (CC0π interactions), but these contain a non-negligible portion of CCnonQE interactions such as 2p2h and pion-production (and then absorption by FSI).
The transverse momentum imbalance of anti-neutrino CC0π interactions on commonly used hydrocarbon scintillator would be zero for the interactions on hydrogen and non-zero for those on carbon. This is demonstrated using events from the NEUT 5.4.0 neutrino interaction simulation [22, 23] (discussed in Sec. II C) in Fig. 1 , although in a real experiment the distribution accessible to the detector will be smeared and so a perfect isolation of hydrogen events is not feasible (this will be discussed in later sections). However, even the interactions on carbon nuclei with low δp T tend to be those which have been only mildly perturbed by FSI and 2p2h. For such an interaction to give low δp T the transverse momentum carried away by a second unseen nucleon (in 2p2h) or absorbed pion (from a pion absorption FSI) would have to cancel out the initial state imbalance of the observed nucleon, which is kinematically unlikely. Indeed, it can be seen from Fig. 1 that there is a very low CCnonQE contribution at low δp T . Fig. 2 additionally shows the bias and spread of the neutrino energy reconstruction (using the kinematic method discussed in Sec. I assuming no binding energy) for different regions of δp T , further demonstrating that the non-hydrogen interactions occupying the low δp T region are the ones in which the neutrino energy is better reconstructed. Overall it then follows that low δp T selection of events in an anti-neutrino beam may be able to give a heavily hydrogen enriched sample of events in which even the non-hydrogen interactions are also largely free of nuclear effects. These events can then be used to give a relatively unbiased neutrino energy reconstruction.
Although some of the low-δp T CCQE events in carbon can be still affected by both the Fermi momentum and nuclear binding energy that can cause longitudinal imbalance (δp L ), this corresponds to only a subset of them. This could potentially be further mitigated using variables which additionally consider the inferred longitudinal imbalance of an interaction, such as proposed in [12] . The differential cross-section for CC0π interactions on a hydrocarbon target as a function of δpT for anti-neutrino interactions from the T2K experiment's antineutrino flux [24, 25] according to the NEUT 5.4.0 simulation. The cross-section is split by the target nucleus and whether or not the interaction is CCQE or not (only for carbon, as all CC0π interactions on hydrogen are CCQE). No detector smearing or acceptance effects are considered.
B. Neutron detection
In order to measure δp T in anti-neutrino interactions, a precise detection and kinematic characterisation of neutrons is essential. In order to be able to measure their energy the neutrons must be detected before thermalisation (i.e. when they are still "fast neutrons"). Fast neutrons must be directly identified through their scattering on protons or nuclei within an active detector medium. The charged secondary particles of these neutron interactions can then be identified as small, localised energy deposits within the detector. However, for neutrons of relevant kinematics (10 MeV -1 GeV of kinetic energy) the amount of energy transferred to the secondary particles has only a very weak dependence on the initial neutron energy, so the neutron initial energy can only be inferred by measuring the Time-of-Flight (ToF) between the anti-neutrino vertex and the earliest "neutron hit", i.e. the measured energy deposited by the secondary particles. A schematic showing neutron detection by the measurement of the secondary particle recoil is shown in Fig. 3 .
Such a measurement of fast-neutrons requires a detector with the following characteristics:
• high neutron interaction probability within the active volume with detectable charged particles in the final state;
• 3-dimensional and 4π tracking capability, to easily isolate the neutron hits and precisely measure the distance between the anti-neutrino vertex and the neutron interaction point; FIG. 2. The bias and spread of the neutrino energy reconstruction for different regions of δpT for anti-neutrino interactions on carbon predicted by the NEUT 5.4.0 simulation. The neutrino energy is reconstructed using the kinematic method discussed in Sec. I with no binding energy considered. The neutrino energy reconstructed perfectly from the hydrogen events is also shown, correctly normalised relative to the size of the carbon contribution. The systematic offset of the carbon contribution relative to the hydrogen is due to the nuclear binding energy in carbon interactions. The legend also shows the RMS as an indicator for the spread of the neutrino energy for each δpT region. No detector smearing or acceptance effects are considered.
• very good time resolution, to provide a precise measurement of the neutron speed and the coincidence with the anti-neutrino vertex;
• fully-active, to maximise the detection efficiency to the very first neutron interaction, as the recoiled particles of dead material often would not receive sufficient energy to produce a relatively long track in the detector;
• to provide a low-mass target for lower momentum fast neutrons the detector must contain a significant mass of hydrogen nuclei. This is also required to identify anti-neutrino interactions free of nuclear effects.
An example of a detector technology that can fulfill all the above requirements is a plastic scintillator detector (containing predominantly C n H n -like nuclei) with three readout planes. In addition to acting as an anti-neutrino interaction target, the presence of hydrogen provides a high interaction rate for neutrons below about 20 MeV kinetic energy, while the neutron -carbon cross section becomes dominant above this [26] . A recent analysis of fast neutron detection in neutrino interactions was performed by the MINERvA experiment, whose detector is based on the plastic-scintillator technology [26] . However, the use of only two scintillator planes (so multiple hits are required for 3D tracking) and limited detector timing capability makes measurements of neutron kinematics in MINERvA extremely challenging.
FIG. 3.
Representation of an indirect neutron detection through the identification of a proton coming from a secondary neutron interaction. Each cube in the picture represents a detection element (e.g. a single scintillator cube) whilst the lines represent true particle trajectories. An antineutrino is shown entering the detector and interacting with a nucleus to produce a muon and a neutron at time t1. The neutron then interacts at time t2, ejecting a proton from a nucleus which is detected. The difference between t1 and t2 can be used to infer the neutron energy.
In this manuscript we will focus on the detector technology proposed in [14] as an active target in neutrino experiments. It consists of a fully-active 3D-granular plastic-scintillator detector made of 1 cm side optically isolated cubes. The scintillation light produced in each cube is read out by three orthogonal wavelength-shifting fibers along the X, Y and Z directions thereby allowing a single hit to provide a 3D position. Thanks to its geometry and a fast intrinsic time resolution of better than 0.6 ns for a Minimum Ionizing Particle (MIP) crossing a single cube [27] (for a single fibre the timing resolution is ∼ 0.95 ns), it can satisfy all the requirements above. However the methodology described in this paper can be applied to any detector, or multi-detector system, with analogous characteristics.
C. Simulation
We begin by using the T2K experimental neutrino flux [24, 25] and the NEUT 5.4.0 neutrino-nucleus interaction event generator [22, 23] to study the viability of identifying such a sample of interactions quasi-free of nuclear effects in a realistic detector. Events are produced on a CH target before an experimentally accessible subsample of CC0π interactions is selected. The version of NEUT 5.4.0 used simulates CCQE and 2p2h interactions according to the model of Nieves et. al. [28, 29] , RES interactions using the model of Rein and Sehgal [30] and a semi-classical cascade model to describe FSI [23] .
Separately, the response of the detector to fast neu- The neutron detection efficiency for the detector proposed in [14] (2 × 0.6 × 2 m 3 ) determined from particle gun simulations. The detector chosen for the rest of this manuscript has a size of 2 × 2 × 2 m 3 and so has an approximate isotropic efficiency with a momentum dependence similar to the first/last cos θneutron bin in this figure.
trons was studied with isotropic "particle guns" using the GEANT 4.10.5 simulation software [31] . All relevant detector response effects, such as the light quenching in the plastic, the light capture efficiency and light attenuation in the fiber and the Silicon PhotoMultiplier (SiPM) photo-detection efficiencies, are taken into account. The output of the detector response is given in terms of SiPM photoelectrons (PE). The neutron hits are clustered together (into a "neutron cluster") and a cut to omit all hits within a 3 × 3 × 3 cube volume around the neutron production point is applied to account for difficulties in separating neutron-interaction induced hits from those coming from the primary anti-neutrino interaction.
The neutron detection efficiency is closely tied to the size of the simulated detector, as a larger volume means that more neutron interactions are contained and identified. Fig. 4 shows the neutron detection efficiency, established using the aforementioned particle guns, for a detector the size of the one proposed in [14] (2 × 0.6 × 2 m 3 ), clearly showing a lower efficiency for the high angle neutrons that are less likely to be contained. For generality and simplicity, we consider a 2 × 2 × 2 m 3 detector for the rest of this manuscript (where the detector efficiency is approximately equivalent to the first/last cos θ neutron bin in Fig. 4 and is isotropic in angle). Combining the 2 × 2 × 2 m 3 detector efficiency with NEUT's prediction of outgoing neutron kinematics for CC0π interactions, an integrated neutron detection efficiency of 71% is found (this is reduced to 50% for the 2 × 0.6 × 2 m 3 detector).
The primary neutron candidate consists of the first detected cluster of hits after the anti-neutrino vertex time. As a first order approximation, the time resolution of the single neutron cluster is obtained by: (2) where 0.95 ns and 40 PE are respectively the approximate time resolution (as reported in [27] ) and light yield of a single readout channel for a MIP crossing one cube, LY is the light yield of the neutron cluster, i.e. the total number of detected PE. The normalisation by √ 3 is applied because three WLS fibers collect scintillation light from a single cube. Here only the prompt light yield is considered (which is produced within 200 ps of the neutron interaction) in order to avoid an artificially enhanced timing resolution due to additional neutron re-scattering or tertiary particle interactions.
A more conservative timing resolution formula, e.g. in case the electronics speed provides limits when more light than a MIP is produced, can be given by:
where #channels is the number of readout channels that measured more than one PE and which were triggered within 200 ps of the neutron interaction. Simulation results will be shown by computing the neutron ToF with both Eq. 2 and 3. Both equations limit the timing resolution of neutron candidate to be worse than 200 ps to effectively simulate an arbitrary limitation due to some front-end electronics sampling rate.
As the timing resolution improves if more scintillation light is produced or more readout channels are triggered, a quality cut is applied on the minimum number of detected PEs in the neutron hit cluster. In order to select only events with a timing resolution at least as good as the one for a detected MIP, the event is rejected if LY < 40 PE. The time resolution of the interaction vertex was neglected, assuming that it will not be a limiting factor as it can be measured by backward extrapolating in time the µ + track.
Furthermore, additionally requiring some minimum distance between the anti-neutrino vertex and the neutron cluster ("lever arm") provides a sample of neutrons with an improved ToF reconstruction and, consequently, a better neutron energy resolution. Fig. 5 shows how the neutron kinetic energy resolution varies as a function of the neutron's kinetic energy, assuming different lever arm cuts and timing resolutions. It can be seen that if a cut of 70 cm on the neutron lever arm is applied and Eq. 2 is used to estimate the resolution on the neutron ToF, the neutron kinetic energy can be measured with a resolution between 10-20% for energies up to about 300 MeV. Improving the time resolution with respect to the conservative assumption made in Eq. 2 would further improve the neutron energy resolution.
D. Analysis strategy
A sample of experimentally accessible CC0π events (i.e. those which have p µ + > 100 MeV/c) is first selected from the events generated using NEUT 5.4.0. Events with protons in the final state are not rejected but the proton kinematics are not used to compute the reconstructed anti-neutrino energy and event δp T . This approach is conservative as a 3D fine grained detector should be able to reconstruct protons with momenta both higher than 300 MeV/c [14] and lower by detecting at the vertex an amount of scintillation light higher than the one expected for a single µ + . The assumption that CC0π events are experimentally accessible is justified by the fact that selecting this type of final state is relatively easy and previous analyses looking at this channel have been high in purity (∼ 80%) [16] . In a 3D fine grained detector the situation is even better as it is very easy to identify a single MIP-like track without any vertex or deposited energy around its starting point to create an extremely pure CC0π sample. Moreover, the small background is not expected to contribute preferentially to the interesting region of low transverse kinematic imbalance. The kinematics of the outgoing neutron from these events is then smeared and the detection efficiency corrected according to the results of the GEANT4 simulation, giving an effective simulation of the kinematics that would be made in a full detector simulation chain. Additionally, an effective travel distance was assigned to each neutron depending on its true kinetic energy, as evaluated with the GEANT4 simulation.
Several different smearings are applied to allow different choices of the detector timing resolution and the chosen lever arm cut. The momentum of the outgoing µ + is then smeared by 4% using a Gaussian distribution, conservatively driven by the typical resolution of a spectrometer detecting muons that escape from the scintillator, whilst the azimuthal and polar angles are smeared by 1 • (chosen based on the 1 cm granularity of the detector).
Once the reconstructed (smeared) kinematical variables are computed, the smeared momentum imbalance on the plane transverse to the incoming neutrino is computed for each event as in Eq. 1 (using only the highest momentum neutron if there is more than one).
The anti-neutrino energy is reconstructed for each event using the kinematic method described in Sec. I as (no binding energy correction is applied):
where m n , m p and m µ are the masses of a neutron, proton and muon respectively whilst E µ , p µ and cos θ µ are the energy, momentum and angle of the outgoing µ + with respect to the incoming neutrino. The smeared lepton kinematics are used such that the reconstruction of neutrino energy includes detector resolution effects. The strategy described above was chosen in order to be able to quickly switch between different anti-neutrino interaction models implemented in NEUT 5.4.0 without rerunning the entire simulation chain. However, all the relevant detection smearing effects relevant for this analysis have been carefully evaluated with GEANT4 and included in this fast simulation.
III. RESULTS
The δp T distributions calculated using realistic detector smearing as described in Sec. II D is shown in Fig. 6 (for a 10 cm lever-arm cut). A comparison of Figs. 1 and 6 shows that the visible hydrogen contribution at low δp T remains largely distinct from the carbon contribution after the application of detector effects. As described in Sec. II A, we then attempt to obtain a sample of events influenced minimally by nuclear effects by requiring δp T to be below a certain value.
The cut on δp T and on the lever-arm is chosen to obtain a high purity of anti-neutrino hydrogen events whilst maintaining a reasonable sample size. This optimisation is shown in Fig. 7 for the timing resolution given by Eq. 2. If Eq. 3 is used instead the lines follow a similar shape but the purity is approximately 10% smaller for the same efficiency. Overall a good compromise is achieved for δp T < 40 MeV/c and a 10 cm lever-arm cut, allowing a hydrogen purity and efficiency of around 61% and 22% respectively, corresponding to approximately 988 antineutrino interactions with either hydrogen or carbon per ton per 10 21 POT (assuming Eq. 2). Fig. 7 demonstrates that a stronger lever arm cut worsens the efficiency to select anti-neutrino hydrogen events. However, differently from what one may expect, it does The NEUT 5.4.0 predicted event rate of CC0π interactions from the T2K anti-neutrino flux as a function of δpT obtained after applying the detector smearing effects as described in Sec.II D with a 10 cm lever-arm cut and using a timing resolution given by Eq. 2. Events are separated based on the target nucleus of the neutrino interactions.
not always improve the purity despite improving the neutron energy resolution (as shown in Fig. 5 ). This is because there is some correlation between the neutron lever arm and its initial energy, i.e. lower energy neutrons in general travel a shorter distance. Therefore, choosing a longer lever arm selects faster neutrons and so they do not necessarily have a much greater ToF. Furthermore, neutrons coming from neutrino hydrogen interactions tend to be of a slightly higher energy (as they are not slowed by nuclear binding energy or FSI). More details can be found in Appendix A.
The selection cuts can considerably change depending on the experimental conditions. In an experiment dominated by the low statistics the event selection may favor a high anti-neutrino hydrogen selection efficiency compared to the purity, while in a high-statistics experiment the purity may be maximised with a reduced efficiency. For example, by requiring δp T < 20 MeV/c a purity of almost 75% could be achieved. Although Fig. 7 demonstrates that the selection efficiency is largely driven by the lever arm and δp T cuts, the containment of neutrons inside the 2 × 2 × 2 m 3 detector volume is also important. As discussed in Sec. II B, only 71% of neutrons are contained, representing an approximate upper limit on the hydrogen efficiency. A larger detector would therefore have the potential to further increase the efficiency.
The events passing the δp T and lever arm cuts are then used to reconstruct anti-neutrino energy using Eq. 4 and the subsequent resolution on the anti-neutrino reconstructed energy is shown in Fig. 8 , where the cut is shown to improve the resolution from 15% to around 7% using either Eq. 2 or 3 for the timing resolution (the change in the timing resolution alters the number of events passing the cut more than the resolution of events which pass it). The contribution of different interaction modes to the selected events are further analysed in Appendix B.
As discussed in Sec. II A, the spread of the neutrino energy for the low δp T events should be largely controlled simply by the detectors ability to reconstruct the outgoing lepton kinematics and not so much by poorly understood nuclear effects. To demonstrate this, the reconstruction of the anti-neutrino energy for different normalisations of the 2p2h interaction component is analysed in Fig. 9 and for different models of the carbon nuclear ground state in Fig. 10 .
The same analysis was also performed using the antineutrino on-axis flux predicted for the DUNE experiment [34] [35] [36] , where the energy peak is between 2 and 3 GeV, and shown to give analogous improvements in antineutrino energy reconstruction: using the calorimetric method discussed in Sec I the resolution improves from ∼10% to ∼5% for a 40 MeV cut on δp T and a 10 cm leverarm cut. The predicted event rate of CC0π interactions from the DUNE anti-neutrino flux as a function of δp T , obtained after applying the detector smearing effects, is shown in Fig. 11 . In general neutrons from interactions at DUNE energies travel faster and so resolution to their energy is slightly worse, however having such an intense beam at a somewhat higher energy may allow this to be mitigated whilst maintaining a reasonable number of events by requiring larger lever arm and smaller δp T cuts.
IV. DISCUSSION
Overall it is clear that, under the conditions of the simulations presented in Sec. II, the demonstrated method of anti-neutrino energy reconstruction is able to substan- The mapping from true to reconstructed neutrino energy including smearing from both the nuclear effects described in Sec. I and the detector effects described in Sec.II D before applying the δpT and lever arm cuts (above) and after (below). The timing resolution used to build δpT is the one given by Eq. 2. The z-axis of the histograms is normalised such that the largest value in each column is one. The anti-neutrino energy resolution for a minimum neutron lever arm of 10 cm is shown. Eq. 2 was used to compute the time resolution. Solid lines shows the energy resolution after applying the cut on δpT, while dashed lines were obtained without any cut on the momentum imbalance. The line colors correspond to different models of the initial nucleon's momentum and binding energy in CCQE interactions. LFG is the local fermi gas of Nieves and collaborators [28, 29] , RFG is the relativistic fermi gas model of Smith and Moniz [32] and SF is the Spectral Function model of Benhar and collaborators [33] . tially improve the resolution and mitigate the impact of biasing nuclear effects with respect to traditional methods. Turning the measured event rate into a flux constraint requires knowledge of the anti-neutrino nucleon cross-section, which is known to a level of 5% or better within the relevant kinematic phase-space [37] . The method also relies on a good understanding of neutron interaction cross sections, which are currently known to the level of 1%-3% [38] at relevant energies, and of the detector response to the protons coming from the neutron interactions, which is expected to be able to be controlled with test-beam data and suitable control samples. Therefore, neglecting the uncertainties on the carbon contribution to the events passing the δp T and lever-arm cuts which are discussed below, it is expected that a flux constraint with a precision of 5% or better could be achieved.
As predicted in Sec. II A, the δp T cut on the carbon interactions is particularly effective at mitigating biases from interactions with multi-particle initial states, as shown in Fig. 9 , which offers more modest improvements when considering variations of the nuclear ground state for carbon CCQE interactions, as shown in Fig. 10 . It therefore remains critical to understand the size and spread of the carbon CCQE interactions (making up ∼ 39% of events passing the δp T and lever-arm cuts) at a level of precision which does not undermine the flux constraint. It is hoped that this may be achieved by further analysing neutrino interactions at low δp T (where δp T is formed from the outgoing muon and proton), as has already been demonstrated in references [16, 17] , albeit with some limitations related to proton tracking thresholds. A future detector with the qualities specified in Sec. II B would be expected to overcome these limitations (see, for example, Sec. 6.5 of [3] ) with a much larger sample of neutrino interactions than it would have antineutrino due to their higher cross-section (for the T2K beam around 3.3 times more CC0π neutrino interactions are expected for the same exposure).
It should also be noted that this analysis conservatively does not eliminate interactions with protons in the final state, which are likely to be those in which the neutrino energy will not be well reconstructed or where the neutron has undergone FSI. A rejection of these events may therefore further improve neutrino energy resolution. This would in principle be possible by looking for energy deposits close to the neutrino interaction vertex larger than what would be expected from the observed muon in a scintillator detector. An alternative method of rejecting such protons would be to use an extremely precise tracking detector, such as a gaseous time projection chamber (TPC), with a few MeV kinetic energy detection threshold, combined with supplementary detectors to ensure efficient neutron detection capability.
Beyond rejecting events with protons, several other extensions to the analysis method are also possible. For example, although this analysis was only focused on pionless interactions, the same method can also be used for 3-particle CC-1π final states, where δp T is constructed considering the kinematics of all the outgoing particles. In particular, the same analysis method can be applied toν µ + p → µ + + n + π 0 events, where a sample of CCπ 0 candidate events is obtained by selecting an additional isolated π 0 . Other channels with protons and charged pions in the final state are possible, but proton detection thresholds tend to be quite large relative to their typical kinematics limiting the validity of the mea-surement to interactions with suitably high momentum transfer. Moreover, accurate three track reconstruction is extremely challenging unless all tracks are fairly long, again limiting the applicability of this approach.
The proposed analysis method was also only applied to commonly used polystyrene-based plastic scintillator where the chemical composition is (C 8 H 8 ) n . However, if a detector could be made with the same basic detection properties, but a higher concentration of hydrogen, the purity and number of hydrogen interactions clearly increases. For example, mineral oil contains about two hydrogen nuclei per carbon nucleus.
A potential advantage of this method with respect to other flux-constraining techniques is that it can extract information on both the normalisation and the shape of the anti-neutrino flux. Other methods based on the precise detection of the (anti)neutrino-electron scattering are mainly sensitive to the flux normalisation but less to its shape and cannot distinguish between neutrinos and anti-neutrinos. Moreover, the neutrino-electron cross section becomes quite low at energies below 1 GeV, where the method proposed here is most relevant. It is also interesting to consider combining this method with "low-ν" based flux constraints as described in [39] [40] [41] . A detector that can perform complementary measurements of the (anti)neutrino flux would allow the strongest and best validated flux constraint. Furthermore, if another flux constraint was to provide a much more accurate constraint on the flux normalisation, the method presented here can use this to place a powerful constraint on the nuclear form factors.
The method presented here is also complimentary to those that use other observables to isolate interactions on hydrogen from pion production interactions, such as δp TT as proposed in [11, 13] . These variables can only be used for events with more than two final state particles (pre-FSI) and so are more sensitive to the flux only at neutrino energies above 1 GeV (where pion production becomes prominent) whilst the method presented here excels for lower energy CCQE interactions, that span the neutrino energy ranging from the sub-GeV to the multi-GeV region. This is especially important for experiments like T2K/Hyper-K with a fairly low energy neutrino beam. Moreover, when reconstructing δp TT there is a clear hydrogen peak but, even with an exceptional reconstruction, this is on top of a significant nuclear-target background which itself is quite sensitive to nuclear effects. δp T on the other hand predicts a vanishing nucleartarget background as δp T → 0.
A critical background when identifying neutrons coming from a neutrino interaction in some detector's active fiducial volume is from the neutrons coming from outside of its fiducial volume that enter in to it. These neutrons can be misidentified as primary neutrons if they are in coincidence with the interaction vertex time. However, neutrino beams operate with a time between bunches which is much longer than time between a neutrino interaction and a subsequent neutron scatter [24, 34, 35] . This means that the background neutrons will be delayed with respect to the beam bunch. Moreover, because external neutrons are produced without correlation to the primary neutrino interaction, the secondary neutrons arrive with a time and distance from the neutrino interaction vertex which is typically not similar from those of the signal neutrons. As a consequence, the contribution from these neutrons can be minimised by only considering those that fall within some range and time with respect to the primary neutrino interaction vertex. Moreover, background neutrons are not expected to be concentrated under the δp T hydrogen peak. A similar behavior is expected for the secondary neutron background, i.e. those produced by hadronic interactions of pions and protons within the active detector material.
V. CONCLUSION
The ability to infer the true incoming neutrino energy from the products of a neutrino interaction is of crucial importance for current and future long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiments. However, current methods of mapping reconstructed to true neutrino energy tend to leave a wide smearing which has substantial dependence on the poorly understood details of neutrino-nucleus interactions.
In this manuscript a new method of anti-neutrino energy reconstruction is demonstrated, where a sub-sample of events quasi-free of the poorly understood nuclear effects, responsible for the wide neutrino energy smearing, is selected. This method relies on the identification of a sample of meson-less neutrino interactions producing at least one neutron in which there is very little imbalance between the outgoing lepton and neutron on the plane transverse to the incoming neutrino. This itself relies on the accurate reconstruction of neutron kinematics, which has been shown to be possible using a finely segmented plastic scintillator detector with three readout planes and fast timing. With realistic assumptions of potential detector performance it has been shown that such a sample of events can indeed be found and that these events are only marginally affected by the nuclear effects which are responsible for some of the dominant systematic uncertainties in current neutrino oscillation analyses. Overall, this method allows an interesting reduction of the strong correlations between the flux and the interaction models that arise in the measure of the neutrino oscillation probability. Similar results are expected for any detector with similar characteristics.
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Appendix A: Distance-energy correlations
Neutrons typically travel a long distance before interacting. The resolution on the neutron ToF is driven by the detector time resolution, the neutron travel distance and the neutron speed. For instance, the measurement of the neutron ToF would be more precise if, given a certain travel distance, the neutron is slower or, given a certain speed, it travels further before interacting. As shown in Fig. 12 , the neutron travel distance depends to some extent on its initial kinetic energy, in particular below 40 cm. This correlation is responsible for the feature shown in Fig. 7 , where a stronger cut on the neutron lever arm reduces the anti-neutrino hydrogen interaction selection efficiency but it does not improve the selection purity, which is related to the neutron ToF resolution. In fact, the neutrons selected with a long lever arm are usually faster than neutrons selected with a shorter lever arm, resulting in a weak change of the neutron ToF resolution. Additionally, as discussed in Sec. III, in selecting a region of lower neutron energies through requiring a particular lever arm, neutrino interactions on hydrogen can be disproportionately rejected (as these tend to be slightly higher energy). Fig 8, showing the neutrino energy resolution and bias before and after applying the δpT and lever arm cuts. The neutrino energy is reconstructed according to Eq. 4. The events passing the cuts are split by interaction target and (for carbon) whether or not the selected events are from CCQE interactions. This figure is made considering the detector smearing and acceptances described in the text, using the timing resolution given by Eq. 2. Fig 13 shows the neutrino energy resolution and bias before and after applying the δp T and lever arm cuts as described in II D, split by target nucleus and interaction mode. As also demonstrated in Fig. 2 , it can be seen that the selected carbon contribution is small and contributes a relatively small bias compared to carbon interactions found at larger δp T . It is also clear that almost all of the selected carbon events are from CCQE interactions: less than 3% of these are from other interaction modes, compared to 23% without any δp T cut.
Appendix B: Further analysis of neutrino energy resolution
